Man's best friend—
is he liked by everyone.

As animals or pets are allowed in any residence hall—University of Idaho, residence hall contract—
"Dogs are not permitted in any residence buildings on campus except in special situations having the prior approval of the president or his designee, e.g., 'guard dogs'—" by the women's residence hall committee.

Dogs may be man's best friend, but they don't belong in a dormitory. That's the feeling behind regulations prohibiting dogs from university buildings in general and residence halls in particular.

But at Whitman Hall in the Wallace Complex, several students have dogs in their rooms in spite of the regulations and it's created somewhat of a dilemma for the University.

Whitman Hall residents first noticed two dogs apparently belonging to Bernie Rembert, Mike Austin, or Jerry Hall being kept in rooms about Feb. 1.

Shortly after that, Jeff Lang, Whitman Hall advisor, informed Rembert, Austin, and Hall that dogs in rooms were in violation of University regulations and there had been several complaints.

But the dogs remained, and on Feb. 15, Whitman Hall advisor officers informed the dog-owners in writing that they were in violation of regulations.

Feb. 19, four hall residents turned in statements to the housing office that they had witnessed seeing dogs in the housing office then issued a written warning. Yet the dogs are still there.

Now, the University is trying to find the proper legal steps to take now, says Dr. Tom Richardson, vice-president for student and administrative services.

Two problem levels

"There are two levels to this problem," Richardson explains. "The breach of the housing contract and the breach of the Regents policy."

But what because of the contract, the University is in the same role as a landlord and therefore legal eviction procedures are required. We are looking at attorneys and this is in progress now," he said.

But Richardson noted that eviction is a lengthy legal process, involving numerous steps that could end in a jury trial.

No police authority

Another problem is that city police have no authority to come and just take the dogs either, the vice-president said. "We can't get rid of them that way," he added.

Bernie Rembert, one of the involved students, told the Adviser that he has received an eviction notice that said he would be removed from the hall if he didn't get rid of his dog.

Rembert admitted that he owns a registered Doberman Pinscher named Ciao which he keeps in his room, 607 Whitman Hall.

It isn't fair

"I don't think that it is fair that anyone can tell you that you can't keep a pet in your room," Rembert said. "You are paying money to live there, so you should have a say in what you can and can't have.

Editor's note: The Student Financial Aid office confirmed yesterday that Bernie Rembert is receiving a full athletic scholarship, which includes room and board, and as such is not "paying money to live there."

"I have no plans of getting a room on page 7?"

Cadaver disposal methods abound

By Stella Byrd

How would you like to be held in a cold chain by the National Cancer Institute to be frozen, dissected, and laid out on the dissecting table, to be used as research and teaching materials? If you were a cadaver, you would be in the perfect environment, with all the facilities and equipment that a university medical school could provide.

The problem of how to dispose of a cadaver is one that has been of concern to our culture for a long time. The morbid fascination with death and dying is a part of culture, and the disposal of cadavers is a part of our culture's fascination with death and dying.

In many cases, the disposal process is done in a cold chain. A cold chain is a system of cooling and freezing that is used to preserve the cadaver for as long as possible.

There are two main methods of cadaver disposal: formaldehyde treatment and freezing. Formaldehyde treatment involves the use of formaldehyde to preserve the cadaver, while freezing involves the use of dry ice to cool the cadaver.

There are many different methods of cadaver disposal, and each method has its own advantages and disadvantages.

Another method that is often used is the use of cryopreservation. Cryopreservation involves the use of liquid nitrogen to freeze the cadaver, which can then be stored for long periods of time.

The main advantage of cryopreservation is that it allows for the preservation of the cadaver for a long period of time. The main disadvantage is that it is expensive and requires specialized equipment.

A cold chain is the most common method of cadaver disposal. It involves the use of a chain of refrigerated storage and transport containers to transport the cadaver from one location to another.

The main advantage of a cold chain is that it is a simple and efficient method of disposal. The main disadvantage is that it does not provide for the preservation of the cadaver for a long period of time.

In conclusion, the disposal of cadavers is a complex and controversial issue. There are many different methods of disposal, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. The best method of disposal depends on the specific needs and circumstances of each case.

Students stung by chainletter

By Dave Warnick

The nationwide "chain letter" that spread throughout the campus and many other schools this fall, "TheSounds of Sorrow," is not the first chain letter to hit the University of Idaho campus. The letter was sent by George S. Sheldon, a former professor of anthropology at the University.

Sheldon said that the chain letter was not a true chain letter, but rather a form of the mathematical fallacy known as the "same person" fallacy. In this type of fallacy, the letter is circulated in such a way that it seems to be getting more people to sign it, but in reality, it is only being circulated by a small number of people.

Sheldon also said that the procedures behind the letter were based on the fallacy of the "same person" fallacy. In this type of fallacy, the letter is circulated in such a way that it seems to be getting more people to sign it, but in reality, it is only being circulated by a small number of people.

The hope is to reach the end of the chain by the time the letter is delivered. Sheldon explained that the mathematics behind the letter are based on the fallacy of the "same person" fallacy. In this type of fallacy, the letter is circulated in such a way that it seems to be getting more people to sign it, but in reality, it is only being circulated by a small number of people.

Sheldon said that the mathematics behind the letter are based on the fallacy of the "same person" fallacy. In this type of fallacy, the letter is circulated in such a way that it seems to be getting more people to sign it, but in reality, it is only being circulated by a small number of people.

Sheldon added that he has found that people are often not aware of the fallacy and that the letter is often not true.

Sheldon added that he has found that people are often not aware of the fallacy and that the letter is often not true.

Sheldon added that he has found that people are often not aware of the fallacy and that the letter is often not true.
Campus women seek betterment, awareness

By MARY SOCHINSKY

Several active women at the University of Idaho are pushing for something for the other women on campus. They are working hard to make the women's center, the Brown Bag Inn, and other groups on campus a better place to be.

The women are under the direction of the Women's Caucus.

One of the major goals of the council is to change the attitude of the campus toward women.

The center, one of a few organizational groups on campus, will open late this semester by a group of women. The group is run by the campus programs aimed at women of the University.

For all women

Jane Lochen, head of the Student Advisory Services, is the

Center's coordinator. Other active members are McGeorge, Danum, and Circel Register.

The center's main purpose is to provide a place where women can meet to discuss issues on campus and to present their views to the administration.

"We believe that being a place to come in, it is safe, open, and free from judgment, and we have an information library, where women can sit and share their knowledge and books that deal with women," Danum said.

The library services

The library includes books of Maine (M. S.), Mary Wallace's book of Maine, and "The Rights of Women," and a book of health and sex, which provides other alternatives to sex.

"The people who have been coming and going in our Brown Bag Inn," Danum said. "It's really a place to be."

The center also offers many activities for women to participate in, such as women's discussions, seminars, and other events. Center is not open to the public with the availability of the women's issues. Membership is open to all women of the University. The center is open daily, and the women are always welcome.

Their goals

The center's main goal is to help women to identify and organize their issues, which they want to change. They are also seeking to create a more equal and just society for women.

"The center is not just for women," Danum said. "It's for everyone who wants to make a difference in this world."
"Something Different" features imported wares

One of the more interesting stores to appear in the Boise area is called Hen's Nest (next to Appleby's, near which it is located). "We really wanted to open a store like this," says owner Thaddeus Smith, who is a member of the Boise Chamber of Commerce and a local politician. "We had always wanted to open a store like this, but we had never been able to find one that was just right." The store is located in the heart of downtown Boise, and has been popular with young married couples who are looking for a "different" kind of store.

"We really wanted to open a store that would appeal to young people," says Smith. "We wanted to give them something different, something that was unique and special." The store is filled with a variety of items, including furniture, home accessories, clothing, and jewelry. The store is open seven days a week, and is located on the corner of 8th and Main Streets.

Chainsletters, who will buy them?

(Information from page 1)

FPC--one-thrid reality

The long-awaited construction of the University of Idaho Performing Arts Center has finally begun. The Center, which will be a $30 million dollar project, will be the first of its kind in the state. The Center will be located on the site of the old Fine Arts Building, and will be used for a variety of purposes, including concerts, lectures, and other events.

Information center

The event will begin with a speech from President Tradewalt. Each group will have a table set up with information about the event, and will serve as a starting point for attendees to find out more about the issues and their implications. The event will be open to the public, and all are welcome.

NOMINATE YOUR PARENTS

PARENTS OF THE YEAR

Turn in letters of application to ASUS Programs Office, the SUB, by March 16.

Winners receive accommodations Friday and Saturday night, and a day trip by Parents' Weekend, April 13-14.
Loren Horsell

On the plains of Northumberland

It appears that an old snap box politician, Greg Casey, is not ready for retirement.

Ever since losing the vice-presidential election a week ago, Casey has been involved in a new promotion which would have been a timely new position — public relations director — which of course he would fill.

First of all, which this PR director would merely be another $6,000 of the ASUI funds by duplicating jobs that are, or should be, the responsibilities of the student body. The really important thing that has to be considered is that it’s his department that really should be in charge of news releases to the whole state including the state’s high schools if necessary.

At this time McCarty is not reaching the high schools as part of this position. Casey is trying to pick up the slack. However, this position should not be the case considering McCarty is highly paid for supposedly doing a public relations job.

And there is no need for public relations director to make sure the senate and faculty council are reported because these, as well as most other standing committees, are covered very effectively.

The following thing is that Carl Wurster, the new ASUI president, has apparently fallen for Casey’s reckless plans. Wurster came into the student’s office to see there is no emergency in this duplication.

Public relations is important for the ASUI and University, but that is no reason to duplicate programs, waste $5,000 of the student’s money, and give people some convenient “out” for not helping in a real way.

It is important to the ASUI that a person like Casey is involved in this position, however, it is unimportant to him to fix a position — GRAMER

Railroads revisited

The question of multifaceted railroad signals came up a month ago in a front page Argonaut article covering students, city officials, and train employees. It is difficult to grasp the fact associated with politics, ridiculous “harmless formulas,” to figure accident potentials, and contradictory statements from streetcar and railroad employees.

This argument is no more than another facet of the “racing” issue, which if unchecked will cause a flood of fatalities. Because the_inhabitants of Spokane railroad officials while their local counter-parts can often be traced back to the same train signals that exist today.

The situation has not grown any better, the signals have gotten worse. Not only will they not be abolished at a, time while a train is standing near the crossing, but there are continuous reports of signals activated too slowly as trains speed through. Recent importance of the Sixth St. tracks.

Apparently the situation has not grown any better, the signals have gotten worse. Not only will they not be abolished at a time while a train is standing near the crossing, but there are continuous reports of signals activated too slowly as trains speed through. Recent importance of the Sixth St. tracks.
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Monday marks final confrontations Rose students

One is naturally more sympathetic to a “race” that is so often the case with individuals who wish to close the gap between the rich, the blue, and the poor. Or even when that gap is only a matter of a percentage point, the impact can be as great or greater than changes made in the political, social, or economic system.

Proposed for the NPS are a tax credit of the taxpayers for the purchase of $2,000,000 in local tax bonds. In each community, there is a problem of equity involved.
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Pass/fail option goes to frosch

The estimation of the pass/fail option performance and feedback has not been approved by the General Faculty at their meeting last Wednesday night.

The faculty also amended the revised student/teacher system to provide that the Student Initiated Council would consist of three faculty members, one graduate student member, and three student members. The pass/fail option extension provided that students will be allowed to make final grade point averages, can take one course a semester outside of their major field, pass/fail. The original goal does not apply to non-seniors.

The proposal, which now must be considered by the Board of Regents and increases the amount of pass/fail credits which are granted a minimum degree from the UI.

The nation was praised by Frank Smith, the current director, and the University of Idaho's President.

To the Editor:
The nation has the best survival rate from which to judge the quality of instruction that the faculty has. The nation is only a service, and at one time or another, it is as good as the nation's record. We are not in this business, but it is certainly not a minor ability to teach. In the court that needed the nation's help at one time, who persuaded him to keep the old nation, to have to get rich out of this nation.

Over every nation's registers this grand of a city's total fill out a quick check sheet evaluation of a professor and

False alarm endorsed

To the Editor:

In the past week the Students' Body of Western College has had four false alarm calls. It has become necessary to develop an attitude of suspicion in the students.

It seems that some students imaginatively press the buttons by pressing the alarm's less than four of the four have been pulled in the past month. Each one of these alarm calls is as important as the others. It is a necessity to keep the students working.

Not only is this dangerous, but totally unnecessary, it is dangerous.

Several people attempted to contact the officers, but a longer time is necessary for the officers. There is no concern for any future alarm call.

If the report of a false alarm or a false alarm is made, the police will be notified and the officers will be determined. The police will be notified by telephone or on the radio. The police will be notified by telephone or on the radio. The police will be notified by telephone or on the radio.

The officer who is despatched to your alarm, before you pull another false alarm. This line is now for our officers to use.

Cavader disposal

(Reprinted from page 3)

I am sorry, I just want to say that this is a plain line with very little room around the line. So what do I do?

The dishes are not to be disposed of in the concrete location of any offal. If you make any mistake, you may be responsible for the disposal of any offal. If you make any mistake, you may be responsible for the disposal of any offal. If you make any mistake, you may be responsible for the disposal of any offal. If you make any mistake, you may be responsible for the disposal of any offal.

Horsell praised for observations on lack of campus planning

To the Editor:

I'll like to compliment Leland Horsell for bringing to the University of Idaho's attention the lack of campus planning. Horsell's book, the just campus plan, is his first attempt at the logical campus planning and a proposed campus plan. It deals with the planning of the campus and the planning of the campus. It deals with the planning of the campus and the planning of the campus. It deals with the planning of the campus and the planning of the campus.

Without a campus planner, the University of Idaho is left exposed to the future. Before this decade can be saved, it is absolutely necessary that we plan our campus in the way that we think it should be.

Each student should have the opportunity to participate in the planning of the campus. In the future, the campus should be developed in such a way that it will be the campus that the students want it to be. This is the only way in which we can assure that the campus will be the campus that the students want it to be. This is the only way in which we can assure that the campus will be the campus that the students want it to be. This is the only way in which we can assure that the campus will be the campus that the students want it to be.
Ballet Folk perform "Swan Lake"

By Jeff Stadnitz

The Flathead Ballet performed the classic "Swan Lake" during its recent appearance in the Missoula Community Auditorium. The ballet was staged as an interesting interpretation of Tchaikovsky's original score and performed by a troupe of some 25 dancers, 12 of whom are students from the University of Montana. The production, with a cast of over 200, was planned in cooperation with the Montana Ballet Association and Montana Dance Theatre. The performance featured a beautiful setting and the music of the great Russian composer, Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.

"Swan Lake" is a ballet that has been adapted several times, most notably by the Bolshoi Ballet of Moscow. The Flathead Ballet's version was a unique interpretation that combined elements of both the traditional and contemporary styles of ballet. The dancers performed with grace and precision, bringing the characters to life in a way that was both entertaining and educational for the audience.

What's Happening

By JIM STACK

We're not no-sleeping, if we haven't been spotted at this point in the semester where looking back at matter and solving various problems that were left for the coming semester. It seems like the Little Women are always sitting down, filled with nursing and Made in Heaven.

100 percent success story

The Flathead Ballet performed an interesting and entertaining show. According to Donna Combs, producer of the concert, the audience was_lnformed that the concert was a success. The audience was_lntroduced to the performers and their background. The Flathead Ballet has performed in various venues around Missoula, and the audience was_lntroduced to their talent and dedication.

$309 success story

The Flathead Ballet was_lntroduced to the audience during a recent performance. The audience was_lntroduced to the performers and their background. The Flathead Ballet has performed in various venues around Missoula, and the audience was_lntroduced to their talent and dedication.

LEAVE THE COUNTRY!!

And Learn

GET IDAHO CREDIT DELIGHTFULLY

In residence in London or Southern France, through NICSA, anytime; or On a 3-Week tour in Italy and the Alps this August.

OR

Pick one of hundreds of offerings by other universities and transfer the credit to Idaho.

OR

Travel and work abroad on YOUR OWN!!!

For Information and Advice Contact

Study Abroad Office
Grand Hall Building 110

(605) 221-1641

THE ARGONAUT
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Rolling in the blue grass-grass

By Joie McCoy

Over the past several years there has

been a great deal of interest in the roll- ing

times to come. People are looking forward to

the upcoming season and are actively pre-

paring for it. The music and dance of the

early 60's. With the changing of the times,

there are new opportunities for those

interested in this genre. The music is

becoming more diverse and there are

many different styles to choose from. The

music of this era is very popular, and it is

expected to continue to be so for some time.

New groups are forming, and some of the

older ones are re-emerging. The audience

for this genre is growing, and there are

many new fans each year.

I think it's safe to say that we can all

look forward to a great Rolling in the

blue grass-grass season. The music is

going to be fantastic, and there are going to

be many great events happening around the
country. I encourage everyone to go out

and enjoy the music and dance of this era.

It's a great time to be alive and to be

part of this wonderful genre.
Disney's short 17:50.6

Chet

Don・

Theatrical

THAT'S RIGHT! "The Cisco" Rembert comes to campus this week! But don't ask Rembert plan

"I am not sure where I'll be. I'll probably be the Student Union building, I would like to move out there. But there are some final plans on that. As of now, that's where they'll be," he added.

"As far as I know, I'm the first to get an eviction notice," Rembert said. "I know other guys have told others to get rid of their dogs, but they never received an eviction notice that I know of. I've seen other dogs in the complex. I'm not sure if anyone else has seen them or if they are there," Rembert said. He received the eviction notice after he got a call from the mail complying about his dog. Rembert thinks the dog was sent by someone who lives in Whitman Hall.

"I don't know why they called. I haven't seen any signs they didn't come to see me directly," he said. "They just randomly threw this around and got rid of some of us to get out." He said he doesn't know why his mail was delivered to Whitman Hall.

Rembert, his dog stays in his room and is outside of it when he's not with the dog, which takes the dog on a walk. But he's found a place to live, Rembert said. "He will do what I tell him. When we go for a walk, he stays right at my side if I tell him to stay by my locker in the gym. He'll be there when I come back an hour later. Since he stays in my room and is obedient, I don't know why people wouldn't like — he doesn't do any harm.

But Whitman Hall residents say the dogs have messed on the carpet, torn up several times and have barked and howled when left in the room. Spec Rembert was a foot

ball player, Head Football Coach Jim Robinson was asked to speak about the dog. "Coach Robinson asked me to keep the dog out of the dorm and perhaps something about campus," said Robinson. The dog's owner, a student at the University of Colorado, was reluctant to give any information about the dog's name or his origins.

"Cisco," he added. "Cisco goes to all the dorms, takes the dog on a walk. And she's quite a good dog, Rembert said. "She's been doing a great job."

Mr. and Miss Legs chosen for long langy legs and feet

Mr. and Miss Legs is what the newly appointed Mr. and Miss Legs committee wants to call their contest. The winners will be chosen on the basis of the longest legs and feet. There are 10 contestants in the contest, and the winners will be announced at the Mr. and Miss Legs competition.

"We have 10 contestants in the contest," said John Smith, who is the chairman of the Mr. and Miss Legs committee. "We have chosen the winners on the basis of the longest legs and feet."

The contest is open to both men and women, and the winners will be chosen on the basis of the longest legs and feet. The contest will be held on the main campus, and the winners will be announced at the Mr. and Miss Legs competition.

"We have chosen the winners on the basis of the longest legs and feet," said Smith.

NCAA swim meet

The NCAA swim meet will be held on the campus of the University of Colorado. The meet will be held on the third day of the NCAA meet.

"We have chosen the winners on the basis of the longest legs and feet," said Smith.

Track people: lots of potential

"Track isn't a scholarship sport," said Rembert. "We would like to get more students involved in track."

"We are always looking for new people to join our track team," said Rembert. "We have a lot of potential on the team."

"We have 10 contestants in the contest," said Smith. "We have chosen the winners on the basis of the longest legs and feet."

Driving for self support

A driving range on the University of Colorado campus is currently serving more people than it has ever served.

"It's been a very busy season," said Rembert. "We have a lot of people coming to our driving range.

The increased demand for the driving range is due to the increased number of students on campus.

"The increased demand for the driving range is due to the increased number of students on campus," said Rembert.

Mr. and Miss Legs is what the newly appointed Mr. and Miss Legs committee wants to call their contest. The winners will be chosen on the basis of the longest legs and feet.

"We have 10 contestants in the contest," said John Smith, who is the chairman of the Mr. and Miss Legs committee. "We have chosen the winners on the basis of the longest legs and feet."
The history of Campus Chest is a long one—long enough at least to have become tradition at Idaho. It was originally sponsored by the freshmen class, then was taken over by Alpha Phi Omega.

The entire week is scheduled with events for students according to Vickie Hall, house auctions chairman. Monday night was a pie-eating contest. Never have you seen such sloppy eaters. Winners were Sally Hansen, Alpha Chi Omega and Rick Davis, Delta Chi.

House auctions were held Tuesday. Farm House purchased Kappa Kappa Gamma for $8; no, that was not an average price but "farm-help don't come cheap you know."

Legs, Legs, Legs Wednesday night featured legs, legs and more legs in the legs contest. All of the contestants had real good supporters. Roy Deaton, Upham Hall and Rosemary Martinsen, Pi Beta Phi, were the winners.

Thursday night was a beer drinking contest. Why there was not live coverage of such a professional event is beyond all explanation.

Winners from other contests will be announced Friday, after everyone sobers up. Other events include the sale of slaves, duties and parties to raise money from living groups.

According to personnel in Programs, "Everyone is excited about it. We don't program anything else during the week because we think it is important, too. They always seem to meet or beat the goal," according to Programs.

For Charity

Alpha Phi Omega, a service organization, sponsors Campus Chest week every year to raise funds for "charities that need it," according to Hall. "This year we are going to try to do more for Moscow charities," she said.

Tri-cycle races will be held Saturday in front of the SUB. Concluding the fundraiser Saturday night, Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor a free dance in the SUB ballroom.